ABSTRACT
Fullerene ions, c~;, with q up to 9, have been observed in study of their production by slow (v<0. An outstanding property of c:~ ions is their high stability against Coulomb explosion; it is unusual for any molecule to remain intact while carrying more than a few units of charge, yet c:~ ions (with q up to 7) have been observed with lifetimes of at least many microseconds [ 1 ,2,3] . Among these observations, Walch et al [2] .produced c:~ ions (q=1-6) in single collisions of slow multiply charged Ar 8 + or Xe 14 + ions on C 60 vapor targets. This process (electron transfer) is apparently a gentle removal of electrons from the fullerene with minimal excitation of its internal modes, and thus has the potential to produce fullerene ions of the highest charge. Recently, Scheier and Mark [3] have reported the production of c~; by multiple electron impact. A theoretical model given by Petrie, Wang and Bohme, [4] , predicted that the C~ would be Target collision products were analyzed by an electron/recoil-ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer, consisting of an ion TOF spectrometer and an electron extractor.
The latter has the geometry of a first-order space focused TOF spectrometer with a 2 em flight tube located 1 em from the ion beam center; followed by a channel electron multiplier. The ion spe<;trometer is a second-order space focused design [ 6] with a first acceleration grid 0.80 em from the ion beam center, followed by a second grid spaced 0.93 em from the first, and a 9.27 em free flight tube. A channel plate multiplier assembly With increasing projectile charge Q, the relative yield of high charge fullerene ions increases shifting the mean charge of the distribution to higher values. . We find that the fullerene charge distributions can be described by a Q dependent binomial distribution, where the fraction of ions with charge q is:
with C(Q) and p(Q) parameters obtained from fits to the observed distributions.
This approach has been used to describe recoil ion charge distributions observed in highly charge ion/atom collisions [9] . It follows from the assumption that from a total of C electrons, each may be captured independently onto the projectile with probability p.
Regardless of the validity of these assumptions for the case of capture from fullerenes, the binomial form is usefull for description and extrapolation of the observations. Figure 2 To learn more about the stability of the c~; ions, their flight times were varied by changing the extraction field. The intensity of fullerene ion peaks were compared to that of C~~ as a function of their time of acceleration. This is used, rather than their total flight time, because decay channels in which a neutral or charged dimer is emitted
[II] do not diminish a particular peak if the decay occurs in the drift region of the ion TOF spectrometer E.g. if the process c~; ~ C~ + c; occurred in the drift region, the heavy Cfg fragment would arrive at essentially the same time as the precursor C~~ ion and no decay would be seen (baring a significant difference in the detection efficiency between the parent and fragment ions, not expected for q>2 [2] ). This is not the case if decay occurs during the acceleration time which varied from 2-6 J.lSec in these measurements.
These studies showed that, for q<8, lifetimes are longer than 20 J..LSec, and that at q=8 the lifetime is at least 5 J.lSec (no measurements were made for q=9). The lifetime for slow fission of a fullerene ion is dependent upon its state of internal excitation (not defined in this work); hence these measurements place lower limits on the lifetimes of the ground state ions.
The classical barrier model (CBM) for multiple electron transfer predicts that, to capture q electrons, the projectile ion must approach to within a radius Rq where the classical potential barrier for movement of an electron from the fullerene q+ ion to the projectile drops below the binding energy (ionization potential, Iq) for that electron. Our observations suggest that removal of::::: 11 electrons will result in prompt fragmentation of the fullerene structure. Since, on the side opposite the projectile ion, the positive surface charge density may exceed Ps at separations which exceed R 11 , one expects that for a range of internuclear separations, outside R 11 , both electron capture and fragmentation are probable. Taking nR 10 2 as an estimate of the cross-section for fragmentation and nR 2 2 to estimate the total cross-section for production of fullerene ions with q> 1, the relative intensity of fragment to fullerene ions would be roughly nf · (R 10 /R 2 ) 2 , with nf the mean fragment multiplicity. From theTOF spectra obtained with projectiles of charge Q~12, the ratio of integrated intensities in the fullerene ion peaks to that in the fragments, is approximately independent of Q with an average value of 11±1.5. The CBM [12] shows (R 10 /R 2 ) 2 to vary slightly from 0.27 to 0.31 over the range Q=15-50; this Details of the prompt fragmention of the fullerene ions are present in "double hit"
time-of-flight spectra, where the arrival times, t 1 and t 2 , of the first and second ions are recorded. Eland [15, 16] has described the study of the patterns observed in scatter plots of t2 vs t 1 resulting from photofragmentation of molecules; the same methodology is applicable to fullerene fragments observed here where there is a higher likelihood of producing multiply charged fragments. In t 2 vs t 1 plots, we observe an array of "spots" at positions corresponding to J...t 1 =m 1 /ql> J...t 2 =m 2 /q 2 values with ml>m 2 in units of the atomic carbon mass. Figure 3 shows an example from 120 keV Ar 12 + impact. As developed by Eland [ 15, 16] and Simon et al. [ 17] , the shape of the intensity dist~ibution in a particular spot provides clues to the fragment energies and masses. A complete analysis of all of the patterns of correlated double hits for the wide range of projectiles used in this study is beyond the scope of this letter. However, we point out that there are curious alternations in the intensity patterns; e.g. events with m 1 1q 1 =24 are less probable than those with 12 or 36 (see Fig. 3 ). The two particle correlations depend upon the way in which the fullerene breaks, a potentially complex process (there are 966,466 different fragment mass combinations obtainable from 60 units). Fragment multi-hit time-of-flight measurements can provide a· detailed description of the outcome of this process, and perhaps, as in the case of nuclear fragmentation [ 18] ,
show the way to a particularly simple representation. Significant differences may exits in the fragmentation dynamics of low velocity, highly charged impact ion studied here, and similar studies [19] See the text for details of this analysis. 
